
Moscow Rules: A Thrilling Espionage Novel
by Daniel Silva Featuring Gabriel Allon
Daniel Silva's latest installment in his bestselling Gabriel Allon series,
Moscow Rules, is a gripping espionage thriller that takes readers deep into
the world of international intrigue. Set against the backdrop of modern-day
Russia, the novel follows Allon as he uncovers a deadly conspiracy that
threatens to ignite a new Cold War.

Allon, a legendary Israeli intelligence officer and art restorer, is called out of
retirement to investigate the murder of a Russian dissident in London. As
he delves deeper into the case, Allon uncovers a web of corruption and
deceit that reaches the highest levels of the Russian government. He soon
realizes that the dissident's murder is just one piece of a larger plot to
destabilize Europe and bring Russia back to its former glory.
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With the help of his loyal team of operatives, Allon sets out to stop the
conspiracy and bring those responsible to justice. But as he gets closer to
the truth, he becomes a target himself. Hunted by both Russian intelligence
and rogue elements within his own government, Allon must use all of his
skills and experience to stay alive and complete his mission.

Moscow Rules is a fast-paced and suspenseful thriller that will keep
readers on the edge of their seats from beginning to end. Silva's meticulous
research and attention to detail make the novel an immersive and authentic
read. He brings the world of espionage to life with vivid descriptions and
realistic characters. Allon is a complex and compelling protagonist, and
readers will root for him as he fights to save the world from a deadly threat.

A man with a stern expression and intense blue eyes looks directly at the
camera, his face partially obscured by shadows. He is wearing a dark suit
and tie, and his hair is closely cropped. The image is set against a
backdrop of the Moscow cityscape, with the iconic Kremlin and Saint
Basil's Cathedral visible in the distance.

Long Tail Title

Moscow Rules: Daniel Silva's Gripping Espionage Thriller Uncovers a
Deadly Conspiracy in Modern-Day Russia
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